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When should we implement a 
reform?

• Often stated that booms are better for 
reform

• But: what do we mean by ‘ reform ’, and 
what do we mean by ‘ better ’?



Examples:

• Reducing minimum wages creates jobs: 
more desirable in slumps?

• Reducing unemployment benefits bad for 
insurance: better in booms?



Questions

• Given that a reform has to take place, what
is the welfare maximizing date?

• What is the business cycle phase when
political support for a given reform is
strongest?

• Given that reform takes place at t, what
should macroeconomic policy be around t?



The case of employment
protection

• Employment protection is important in 
Europe and many reforms and debates are 
focused on that institution



Impact of a reduction in 
employment protection

• ‘ Massive ’ destruction of unproductive jobs
• Increase in job creation and labor market

tightness
• Increase in wages at least after a while

– Employment brutally falls and gradually rises
– LR Unemployment effect ambiguous
– Unemployment duration falls



When should it take place?

• Bunch of job destruction seems less harmful
in booms

• But not obvious analytically.
• One must take care of three groups:

– Unemployed
– Job losers
– Job keepers



Discount effect

• Regardless of business cycle conditions, 
postponing is costly



Other effects are second order(?)

• Reform need not destroy more jobs in 
slumps

• Cost of job loss need not be larger in slumps
• Reform need not increase job finding by 

less in slumps
• Reform need not reduce job security by 

more in slumps



When is political support 
strongest?

• Incumbent employees are politically
determinant

• There exist several effects determining their
costs and benefits



The exposure effect

• The employed internalize more of the 
unemployed ’s welfare when more exposed
to unemployment

• Exposure greatest at beginning of slumps
• Suggests that is the appropriate period



The identifiability effect

• Support depends on perceived distribution 
of gains and losses

• Veil of ignorance vs. perfect identification
• Identifiability may be affected by business 

cycles



Identifiability: example

• Reform destroys the least productive jobs
• To some extent, these are not known [?!]
• Assume a recession destroys these jobs
• Then: losers from reform are identified
• Which may increase its feasibility [?!]



The constituency effect

• LMI create their own support
• Example: EP puts a fraction of the 

workforce in unproductive jobs
• The size of this constituency depends on 

past events
• Hence political support affected by the 

whole past history of events



Constituency: Example

• A recession could reduce constituency of 
unproductive workers

• But a boom can also increase the fraction of 
workers in cutting edge technology

• In both cases support for reform is enhanced











Which macroeconomic policy?

• Structural reform reduces the natural rate of 
unemployment

• The actual rate does not fall one for one
• It may even increase due to bunch of job 

destruction
• Thus, structural reform puts the economy in 

a ‘ recession ’



Which macroeconomic policy?

• Clearly, fiscal and monetary policy must be
expansionary

• This vindicates the old « two-handed
approach »



How does EMU affect labor market
institutions?

• General principle: Institutions that are 
substitutes for monetary stabilization are 
strenghtened. Institutions that are 
complements are weakened.

• This depends on the nature of the institution 
and on social preferences



How does EMU affect labor market
institutions?

• Employment protection should make output 
and employment less volatile and prices
more volatile.

• Employment protection strenghtened by 
EMU if policymaker cares about quantities, 
weakened if cares about prices.



How does EMU affect labor market
institutions?

• Wage rigidity makes prices more stable, 
while destabilizing output and employment.

• Therefore, more desirable under EMU if the 
government cares about prices, less
desirable if the government cares about 
employment.



EMU and Reform

• Under EMU, room for fiscal expansion in 
reforming countries may be limited:
– Stability pact
– Reduced margin of manoeuver
– Anti-Keynesian effects (?)

• Coordinating LM Reform across countries 
and with ECB may be desirable
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